Serial analysis of gene expression as a tool to assess the human thyroid expression profile and to identify novel thyroidal genes.
The assessment of the expression profile of normal human thyroid tissue using serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) generated a collection of 10,994 sequence transcripts (tags). Each tag represented a messenger RNA transcript, and, in total, 6099 different tags could be distinguished. The presence and abundance of thyroid-specific transcripts showed the overall expression profile to be from a normal thyroid cell. The expression level of several transcripts was confirmed on Northern blot. Seventy percent of tags could not be attributed to a known human gene and, therefore, possibly correspond to novel genes putatively involved in thyroid function. The tag sequence generated by the SAGE technique can be used to further characterize these novel genes. In this way, application of the SAGE technique to thyroid tissue gives insight in the expression profile of a normal thyroid gland and provides the information to characterize novel genes involved in thyroid pathology, such as congenital hypothyroidism and thyroid neoplasia.